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September 15, 1978 (Revised 1 July, 1980)
CSD-TR 289
('!his report replaces CSD-TR 226 which has the same title)
ABSTRJ\C'!'
'!his report describes how to use the EILPACK 77 version of the
FLLPACK system. ELLPACK 77 is a system for solving elliptic problems
on rectangular dorrains. More information describing the objectives
and structure of the ELLPACK project m.ay be obtained from the references
listed at the end. 'Ihe ELLPACK 77 language is now stable and no new
language features are expected to be added. Additional solution rrethods
will be incorporated into the system.
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'!he EILPACK language is a problem staterent language for elliptic
partial differential equations (PDEs) in two or three independent
variables. The EIJ.PACK system implerrent~. this language using a library
of Fortran subprogr'am5. ELLPACK 77 is tl,e verion which is restricted to
PDEs on rectangular doITEins. The subproe~rams are grouped together to
form modules for specific tasks in the solution process. For example. a
DISCRETIZATION nodule foIlllS a system of linear equations which approximates
the POE problem and a SCLurION module solves the system. Several choices
are available for each type of module and one can be selected in the
EILPACK language by simply giving its name.
ELLPACK was originally developed as a research and educational tool
to evaluate rrathematical software for solving elliptic problems. Contribu-
Uons to the ElLPACK system have been made by researchers .at several insti-
tuations.*
II problem is specified by an EILPACK program written in the simple
user oriented EILPACK language. Tne ELLPACK system processes this program
by first converting it to a Fortran source program which _includes ~ for
example, specific array declarations. Then the system compiles this source
program and links it to precompiled ELLPACK subprograms and finally executes
it.
}i'igure I shows a w~ry simple problem and an ELLPACK progr'arn which
generates an approximate solution. I\. table of this solution is printed
and a contour plot is produced; the actual output is shown in Figure 2.
*'lhese include: Harvard University, G. Blrkhoff; Purdue University.
R. Boisvert. R. E. Lynch. T. Papatheodorou~ J. R. Rice
(coordinator); University of Texas at Austin, R. Banks.
R. Grimes~ D. Kincaid, A. Sherman. D. M. Young;
University of South carol1na~ E. Houstis; University of





Estimate the solution of
U
xx
+~ + 3ux - lJu = exp(x+y)s:ln(x), a < x < 1, -1 < Y < 2,
subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions
u = 0, x = 0, -1 ~y , 2,
u = x, 0 , x _~ 1, Y = 2, u=o~
u = y/2, x = 1, -1 ~y ~ 2,




Use the divided central difference approx1mation C5-POINT STAR) to
approximate the PDE at lIEsh points of a square mesh with spacing 1/5.
ELLPACK progrem:
I IIII It 1+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++1 I I I I I I+~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++ ++++++++
++++++++ ++++++++
++++++++ ELL PACK PROGRAM ++++++++
-fo+++++++ ++++++++
++++++++ ++++++++
UERSION OF SEPTEMBER. 1978 UPDATE OF MARCH 31. ISBO
x = 0.0. u = 0.0y =-1.0. U = SIN(3.141S92S53S_X) - X/2.0
X = l.0. U Y/2.0
Y = 2.0. U = X





• • EXAMPLE PROBLEM 0 N E •
• • •




EQUATION. T~O DIMENSIONS $ CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS












































B.C.S ON PIECES 1.2.3.4
OUTPUT LEUEL
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
MAX NO. OF UNKNOWNS PER EO.
EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL
5 - POI N T
SOLUTION MODULE
LIN PAC K BAN D
NUMBER OF ROWS 13
NUMBER OF COLUMNS 56
NUMBER OF LDI-lER CO-DIAGONALS 4
NUMBER OF UPPER CO-DIAGONALS 4
LINPACK BAND GlUES 2 TIMINGS


































































































5The progt'am consists of' several sewrents whose narres (EQUATION., BOUNDARY.,
and so on) begin in column 1 of a card, the rest is written in free fonnat
excluding column 1. Each segment includes a selection of key-words (2 DIMENSIONS.
CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS, and so 00) \oJhlch supply the systan with information
about the problem. The dollar sign is a separator. Parts of the program
include Fortran expressions (+3., EXP(X+Y)*Slli(X), etc.) ~lh1ch TTnlSt follow
the rules of Fortran.
This example is the simplest case of an ELLPACK program; one defines
the PDE problem in the EQUATICN and BOUl\lDARY segnents; the rectangular
grid 1s defined in the GRID' segment, the method of solution is chosen in
the DISCREI'IZATION, INDEXING and SOWTION segments, the desired output is
specified in the OUTPl1l' segment and OPI'IONS are chosen. Every ELLPACK
progr'<:UTl ends with END.
The ELLPACK language is specified in the next section, then two rrore
complicated examples are presented (one solves the same problem with two
different choices of ~thods) the other solves a non-linear PDE by
iteration on approximate linear PDEs}. The appendices contain a one page
description of each module available, an overview of' the ELLPACK system
and an example of' an ELLPACK Control PTOgroam. 'The latter two items are
of interest to people who wish to try JTK)re complicated things such as
the non-linear PIE in Example 3.
2. 'l'HE ELLPACK SGGMENI'S
2. .4. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF AN ElU'ACK PROGRAM· The basic blocks of
statements in an ELLPACK program are segments. Some se@lEnts must appear
exactly once and others may appear more than once in which case each one







DISCREl'IZATION (A2). A brief slIDJl18.I'Y of'the segrrents is given below:
Group 1 segments must appear exactly once and before any from Group 2:
EQUATION. Specifies the PDE equation.
EOUNDARY. Specifies the rectangular domain and the boundary
conditions.
GRID. Specifies the vertical and horizontal IlEsh lines.
Group 2 se@lle11ts may appear nnre than once as desired:
DISCREI'IZATION. Specifies a method used to approximate the PIE
problem; this generates a system of linear algebraic
equations.
llIDEXIN'G. Specifies an ordering of the algebraic equations
and the unknowns.
Specifies a method for solving the algebraic system.
Specifies a desired ELLPACK generated output (printed
and graphical).
Group 3 segJrents may appear anywhere in the program and as many tiJres as
desired:
Specifies a ccmrrent. Carmot be :Inside other segments .
Specifies which of various options are desired.
Specifies that the statements which follow make up
user supplied Fortran subprograms.
Group ~ segplents can appear at most once after all Group 2 se@TEnts and the
OPl'IONS segments.
SEQ_CE. Specifies the sequence of' execution of the Group 2
segments and the number of times they are executed.
A simple looping facility is provided and a callan
a user supplied subroutine TES'f may be made to
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perform postprocer,sinp;, updating. etc. If this
optional segment is ondtted, then the modules are
executed in the order they are given in the ELLPACK
progr'am.
END. The required last statement \~ch specifies the end
of the ELLPACK progmm and directs the EiLPACK
system to execute it.
All seg}rent narres and their abbreviations rrust end with a period; if
a UIUUP 2 segment is repeated, it must have an identifier in parentheses as
indicated above. Each DISCRETIZATION., INDEXING. J SOwrION.) and OPI'IONS.
segrrent must be on a single line J that is, the key-words associated with
these segment names are put or. the same line as the narres. At most 999 non-
blank characters can make up a single segpJent.
In an ELLPACK program J blanks are ignored, but blank lines are not
allowed. Collar signs are used to separate statements and keywords. The
end of a line (card) is also a separator and if a statement requires more
than a single line, then it is continued to subsequent lines by placing
a period in column 1.
'The independent variables are denoted by X and Y for two--<limensional
problems and by X, Y. and Z for three-dimensional
aU auis denoted by U, its first derivatives ax' ily and
second derivatives UXX~ UTI, UXY, and so on.
ones. 'The dependent variable
,Uaz by UX, UY. and UZ, and its
He now give the key-words, other information and examples for each of
the se~ent types.
2. B SEGro1ENTS \,JHICH DEFJNE 'mE PROORA1'1 AND GRID (GHOUP 1). We describe
these sejg!l€nts by first listing their key-words and their meanings. 'These
key-words are to be used by the m::xiules or the ELLPACK system; IOOdules are
not ouligated to act on the information supplied by key-words. For example,
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a DISCRETIZA.TION rrodule might not take advantage of the fact that the user
has specified that a simple Laplace's equation 1s to be discretized. \~e
then describe the rules (syntax) for writing the segrrents and give a
number of examples.
EQUATION. sef'lllent (abbreviation EQ.).
The EQUATION. se@rent sepcifies the differential equation to be solved.
The segnEnt nam: is followed by key-words separated by $; as many as
appropriate should be used to give the system as Jrn..lch infarnation about the




The PDE 1s the Poisson equation.
The PIE 1s the Laplace equation.







The right side of the equation 1s zero.
The PDE is in self-adjoint form. In the ELLPACK
language, the equation
(p(x,y)ux)x + (q(x,y)uy)y + r(x,y)u = s(x,y)
is written as
P(X,Y) UXX$ + Q(X,Y) UYY$ + R(X,Y) U = S(X,Y)
There are two independent variables ~ X and Y.
There are three independent variables, X, Yand Z.
In the definition of the equation, the dependent variable and its
derivatives are denoted by
U$, UX$, ~$, UXX$, UYY$, UZZ$, UXY$, and UXZ$. If the coefficient of
one 1s zero, then it does not appear. The dollar si@1S merely make .it easy
for the system to locate the tenns in the PDE. They are required except
just in front of the equal sign. '!he equation itself is specified in the
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form
I operator' = I !'ight side I
where 'operator' is a list of terms of the form
I coefficient , 'derivative' or 'coefficient' * 'derivative'
The 'coefficient' and 'right side I denote any valid Fortran real arithmetic
expressions as well as + and -, and 'derivative! denotes one of U$, lJX$, and
so on.
Solre examples of the EQUATION. semnent are g1yen below.
EQUATION. LAPLACE $ 2 DIMENSIONS
UXX $ + UYY $ = 0
EQUATION. CONSTANr COEFFICIENTS
TlID DIMENSIONS
-4. UXX$ + .377 UXY$ - 10.2 UYY$ + 3.E+4*UX = SIN(X+COS(X*Y))
EQUATION. 2 DIMENSIONS $ Ha-roENEOUS
(X**2 + Y**2 + 16.)*UXX$ + VALUYY(X,Y)*UYY$
• -2.234E- 3*ATAN2(Y,X) UX$ + 1.~*UY$ - VALU(X,Y)*U$ = o.
'* IN THE PRECEDmG EQUATION, THE COEFFICIENTS OF UYY AND U ARE
'* GIVEN AS FUNCTIONS, THESE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER IN A FORI'RAN.
* SEGMENT
EQUATION. 2 DIMENSIONS
OO;XX(X,Y)'uxx $ + OOFYY(X,Y)*UYY $ + COFX(X,Y) UX $ + COFY(X,Y)*UY $
• COF(X,Y) *U $ = COFRS(X,Y)
* IN TIllS EQUATION, ALL OF THE OOEF'FICIENI'S ARE USER SUPPLIED FDRI'RAN
* FUNCTIONS
EQUATION. 2 DIMENSIONS $ SELF-ANOINT
* EXPJIIPIE OF POLAR OOORDINA1FS, X FOR $ AND Y FOR THErA
X UXX $ + l./X mY $ - X*(~. + COS(Y)) U = X**3*SIN(2.*Y)
HOM:lGENEOUS
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EQUATION. 2 DIMI~SIONS $ PO LSSON
UXX $ + UYY $ = EXP ( ESTU(X,Y) )
• USED TO ESTIMJ\1E SOLUrION OF UXX $ + UYY $ = EX!' ( U ) BY PICARD
• ITERATION. AN INITIAL ESTIMATE OF U IS CONSTRU=. VALUES OF
• TIlE PREVIOUS IlliRJ\1E ARE REl'URNED BY THE USER SUPPLIED FUNCTION &STU.
• THE USER SUPPLIED SUBROurINE 1Esr TRANSMITS THE PREVIOUS ITF.RJI'ill
• JUST COMPU'lED TO ESTU.
Remarks: Except for SELJ:o'-ADJOINI', the key-words are optional. :~umL'
of the nodules take advantage of special features of a problem to reduce
execution tiITE and they can do this only if the key-words are used. oSolTlE'
modules check keywords to validate their applicability. Thus. a method
that requires constant coefficients might not work on UXX$ + UYY=O Wlless
the keyword CONSTANT COEli'l<'ICIENTS 1s given.
OOUNDARY. segrrent (abbreviation BOUND.).
The BOUNDARY. segrrent specifies the sides of the rectangular boundary
and the boundary conditions on them. 'l'he key-words are:
DDUCHLEI' '!he value of U 1s given on all four sides.
NEUMANN The problem has a non-unique solution.
MIXED Mixed conditions are /!,iven; this 1s also used
In the boundary cond:ltions speclficat.1on.
The right sides of all the boundary conditions
are zero.
A side and the condition is specified by
'variable' = 'constant' ~ 'condition'
where 'variable' is one of" X, y~ or Z, 'constant' 1s a Fortran expres310n
which evaluates to a constant, and 'condition' is one of the following:
U '" 'exprc:j:i Ion'
UX or UY or UZ '" 'expression'
MIXED '" ('exp') U ('exp') UX ('exp') UY ('exp') UZ = 'expression'
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wheI'(~ I expression' and ' exp' denote Fortran real arithmetic expressicns
and if one of 'exp' is zero, then it, the enclosing parentheses, and the
derivative which f'ollows can be left off. The order ot'the terms in the
MIxED 'condition' does not matter.
If NEUMANN is specified, then the user rrust provide in a Fbrtran
segment the flmction TRUE(X,Y) or TRUE(X,Y,Z) (even if the exact solution
is not mown) J the ELLPACK system calls this function to obtain a boundary
value for U in order to make the solution unique. 'The point used for this
1s (AX,AY) or (ftY:.,AY,AZ) where Av 1s the smaller of the two values which
g1ve the locations of the sides of the region in the v-directioo. If the
PDE has Neumann boundary condi tions but the solution 1s nevertheless unique
(e.g. for Uxx + uyy + u "" 1) then one of the bOlmdary conditions llllSt be
written in the MIXED format.
Sane examples or BOUNDARY. se@Ilents follCM.
I3OUNDflRY. DIRIClITBI' $ HOMJGENEOUS $ x =: I., U =: O. $ x =: 10., U:=: O.
Y =-1., U =: O. $ Y =: :-10., U =: o.
BJUNJJARY.
X = 10., UX = D. $ Y = ".*ATAN(1.), U = D. $ X =-1., U = 0., $ Y = 2.*EXP(1.),
UY = O.
* 4. *ATAN{1.) E.VALUATES ill 7f JF YOU Ji'ORG~'T THE DIGITS OF 7f, EXP{1.) := e.
BJUNDARY. X=: 0., U =: o. $ Y =: 0., UY =: -2*X + 3.12
X = 1., MIXED = (1.) U (-3.) UX = EXP(Y)
Y = 1., NIXED = ( VALU(X) ) U ( VALUY(X) ) UY = VALRS(X)
'" THE FORrRAN FUMCI'IONS VALU, VALU'i, VALFB t1Usr APPEAR TIl A FORmAN SEGMENT
BOUNDARY. X =: -I., r~ =: (B(X,Y,l,l))U (B(X,Y,1,2))UX =: B(X,Y,l,4)
Y =: -1., MIXED =: (B(X,Y,2,l))1J (B(X.Y.;1,2))UX (B(X,Y,2,3))UY =: B(X.Y,2,JI)
x = 2., MIXED = (B(X,Y,3,1)U (B(X,Y,3,2)UX (B(X,Y,3,3»UY = B(X,Y,3,")





GO TO ( 1000, 2000, 3000, ~ooo ), IEQN
1000 ooNTINUE
C BOUNDARY CONDITlOO ALONG X = -1.
IF( ITEAM .EQ. 1 ) B = Y**2 + 008 (EXP( -2. *y ) )
IF( lTERi'l .EQ. 2 . AND. Y .GT. O. ) B = Y*"I
IF( IID1M .EQ. ") B = EXP( SIN(Y) )
GO 'ID 5000
2000 ooNTINUE
C ourwARD DIRECTED NORMAL EQUAL 'ID +1". ALONG Y = -l.
IF( ITEAM .EQ. 3 ) B = l.






GRID. seg]llent (no abbreViation)
The GRID. se@TEnt defines the rectangular grid placed in the domain.
'!here are no independent key-words, the specification of a unifom grid
1s ffi3.de by
UNlF'ORM variable = nurrber
where variable is X. Y or Z and number is the number of uniformly spaced
grid lines in this variable including the darrein edges.
fur a non-uniform grid we have
NGRID variable = nllllber, list
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where variable is X, Y or ZJ number is the mm1ber of' grid lines and list
contains the values (separated by corrmas) of the variable at all the grid
lines. The values in the list IIU.lSt be constants.
Satre examples of GRID. se@TEnts follow.
GRID. UNllDRM X = 5 $ UNllDRM Y = 10
GRID. UNllDRM X = 5 $ NGRID Y = 12, 0.0, 0.123, 0.24689, 0.479532, 0.6978401,
. 0.80823, l.0, 1.35794, 1.864329, 2.09094, 2.46785, 3.0
*" 'THE PERIOD rn COLUMN 1 OF '!HE SEOOND Lllffi CONTlNUES THE LIST OF Y
* GRID LINES.
GRID. NGRID X = 5. 0.0, 0.2, 0.5. 0.8, 1.0 $ NGRIDY=4, 0.0, 0.3. 0.7. 1.0
UNllDRM Z = 4
2. C. SEGMENI'S WHICH SPECIFY 'lliE MErHODS 'IO BE USED. We next describe the
three segnents which specific methods (that is, particular library modules)
to be used in the solution process; these are DISCRETIZATION. INDEXING and
SOLtJrION.
Sane modules accept pa.rarreters in parenthesis after the name such as
in FFT 9-POThiT(IORDER==l.j}. A more detailed description of all of these
IlDdules 1s given in Appendix 3. iiJJst ELLPACK progr'aInS have all three of
these se~ents present corresponding to the three steps in approximately
solving the PDE. However. some modules incorporate all three of these
steps; they are listed in DISCRETIZATICN but they would not be followed
by an INDEXING or SOLUI'lON module. When multiple rrethods are used. the
sequencing of the modules is specified by the SEQUEJIlCE. seegrent described
in Section 2. D.
DISCRETIZATION. segment (abbreviation DIS.)
This sef~rnent names a module to be used to form a linear system of
equations. The content of this sel3'Jl1cnt is a s:!JJ.gle module narre and the
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list of available IlDdules 1s expandable. '!be first six mcx:lules listed
below actually carry out all the steps in solv:tng the PDE. One page
descriptions are g1ven in Appendix 3 for each module.




Conjugate gradient iteration for second order approxi-
ma.tion to self-adj oint PDE.
Fourth order version of preceding module.
High order fast f'ourler transform for 2D, constant
coefficients.
HOOm 27-POINT 3D Hig,h order O(hG) finite difference for 3D PoIsson pl'oblerrn.






Galer.ld.n with quadratic, triangular elements.
Modules that Only Discretize
Ordinary finite differences in 2 c1iJtEnsions.
Ordinary finite differences in 3 ~nslons.
High order finite differences for AUXX+~y+Ji'u
High order finite differences for the HelJrholtz problem
P3-Cl COUDCATION Collocation on rectangular mesh with cubic-Hermtte elements
P3-Cl GALERKlli Galerkin on rectangular rresh with cubic-Hermite elerrents
lliDEXING. segznent (abbreviation lliDEX.)
'The modwes specified in this seg)TIent take the linear system produced
by the DISCRETIZATION. and reorganize it by renumbering the equations
and/or unlmowns. For exarrple, one may wish to have the nested. dissection
ordering of the equations before using Gauss-el..imination to solve them.
NESTED DISSECTION Computes the nested. dissection ordering of the equations.
YALE ReM The Reverse Cuthill-Mckee algorithm is applied t.o min1m.tzC'
the band width of the linear system.
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NATURAL. The natural ordering is that of the generation of the
equations and unknowns by the discretization modules.
This module does practically nothing.
RED-BLACK The variables and unknowns are numbered as on a checker
board, all "redll points before the "blackl1 points.
YALE rUN DEG Matrix rows and colurrns are reordered to give minirr.al
degree.
SOwrION. segznents (abbreviation SOL.)
The rrodules specified by this seegrent actually solve the I1near systems
of equations. '!his step may also involve reformatting the equations. For
exaIfl)le J BAND SOLVE requires the equations to be in a certain band matrix
f'onnat before the Gauss elimination 1s done. This module does the refo:mat-
ting as well as the solution of the equations.
BAND SOLVE Gauss el.1.rrdnation for a band matrix
JA.COBI CG Jacobi iteration with conjugate gradient acceleration
JACOBI 31 Jacobi iteration with serrd-iterative acceleration
LINPACK BAND Gauss elimination for a band matrix
LD~PACK SPD BAND Gauss elimination for a symmetric positive definite
band matrix
RIIDUCED SYSTEM CG Reduced system iteration with conjugate gradient acceleration
REDUCED SYS'IEI'l 31 Reduced system iteration with send-iterative acceleration
SOR SOR iteration
SPARSE GE-PlVOI'ING Sparse Gauss elimination \'lith pivoting
SSOR CG SSOR iteration with conjugate gradient acceleration
SSOR 51 SSOR iteration vlith semi-iterative acceleration
SYT"METRIC BAND Gauss elimination for a syrrrretric band matrix
YALE SPARSE Four variations of sparse rratrix Gauss elimination
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Examples of method specification se@Tlents follow.








• A SINGLE MJDULE FOR THE 3 SEGMEN'IS
DIS. FFT 9-POINT(IORDER=q)
* MJDULES TO SOLVE THE SAME PROBL'EJIl BY GAUSS ELIMINATION)




SOLUTION(A). YALE SPARSE(DRV=S, NSP=lBOOO)
SOL(B). JAOOBl SI(I'IMAX=200, ZETA=l.E-Q)
SOL(C1). SSCR Sl(I'IMAX=200, ZETA=l.E-Q, CME=.B2)
SOL(C2). REOOCED SY8m! Sl(l~=200, ZETA=l.E-Q, IADAPT=l)
It is important to note that not all canbinations of modules are
legal. Some illegal corrbinations are fairly obvious such as we cannot
apply S~C BAND SOLVE to a general pm which will not have a syrrmetric
linear system approximation. Similarly) an llIDEXING moduJ.e to minimize
matrix band width is not likely to work with an iterative module for
solving the equations. '!he module descriptions in Appendix 3 indicate
which corrbinations are legal. however) there are so many combinations
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possible that one should be cautious when first using a particular one.
The table at the beginning of Appendix 3 gives some guidance as to which
combinations are legal.
2.0. FORI'RAN INPUT AND OJNTROL SffiMENI'S. 'The basic use of the FORI'RAN
segp:ent is to define various functions used in the problem. These may
be coefficients of the PDE or boundary conditions or perhaps the true
solution if known. The ELLPACK system generates a Fortran Control Progmm
from the EILPACK language input and the Fortran in the FORl'RAN. segp-ent
is just passed along to be conpiled with the Control Program.
A more complicated use of the Fortran segment is to interact with
the Control Program in solV1ng the problem. All of the irrportant
variables of the Control Progr'am are 111 labeled COMr'JDN blocks and thus
they are available to a user's Fortran program. This requires considerable
fai'niliarlty with the Control Program and the operation of the ELLPACK
system. An example Control Program 1s given :in Appendix 2 and the
illLPACK system is described in Appendix L More detailed inforrration
on this aspect can be obtained f'rom the references at the end of this
report.
The basic use of the SEQUENCE. seg;rent is to specify the order in
\'>'hich the modules are to be executed. This seE1J1ent may also interact
\'lith the Fortran programs provided in order to attempt more
difficult problems. The non-linear PDE of Section 4 is such an example.
FORTRAN. seEf02nt (abbreviation F.).
The ELLPACK system generates Fortran programs based on the user!s
ELJ.,PACi( program. The staterr:ents are written onto a file. '!'he statelreots
in the FORI'RAN. sel?lfEnts are copied onto this file which 1s then compiled,
linked to the precompiled subprograms in the ELLPACK library, and then the
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resulting object code is executed.
The FORI'RJ\N. segJllents contain user supplied Fortran subprograms with
user made up names. These may contain input or output staterrents (the
ELLPACK system uses standard READ and vJRl'IE units which at IroSt instal-
lations are 5 and 6, e.g. READ(S,label) ... and WRITE(6 J label) ... ).
Haming: The user's Fortran subprogram names must not be the same as
any ELLPACK Fortran names. Violating this can cause mysterious behavIor.
In these subprograms. colLal1l1 1 trllSt either be blank or contain a C
A statement label 10000 or c;rcater will cause an error. "one
Fortran systems require certain control cards for each Fortran program.
These may be inserted with a $ in colurm 1; the $ is stripped off and
the card contents moved one colurm to the left.
\<Jhen one is tes ting the accuracy of a discretization rrethod, one
often solves a problem with known solution. With EILPACK, one can then
compute the error, tabulate it, plot it and so on. 'The f'Lmction subprogram
'!RUE is reserved for evaluation of the exact solution of" the problem and it
must be supplied by the user if the error is to be determined:
FUNC'I'ION TRUE(X,Y) or FUNC'I'ION TRUE(X,Y,Z).
A.t installat:lcrB which use a double precision version of ELLPACK, onc
uses roUBLE PRECISION FUNcrION TRUE (X, Y) and similarly for other user
supplied functions.
If the key-word TEST appears in the SEQUENCE. segrrent, then the
user must supply a subroutine with this nanE and a single integer
argurrent in one of the FORTRAN. se@Tl€nts:
SUBR:XJTJNE TEST(IroP).
The value of T..(X)P 1:> reduced by ()nr~ aft.m· each execuLJon of' 'n':;;'I'
and the run is terminated when UX>P is equal to zero.
~--~---~~------
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One can initialize on the first call of a routine as well as use
'IEsr to solve a set of problems as indicated below.
FOf1l'RAN•
FUNCTION RIGHTS(X,Y)
C EVALUATES TIlE RIGHT sm; OF TIlE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
COMMJN I CC1>1RGH I AMPLID, PERIOD
CALL INITIL(2)
RIGHTS = AMPLID'SIN( (X+Y)/PERIOD )
END
SUBROUTINE INITIL(ISET)
C READ TIlE AMPLITUDE AND PERIOD IF IFIRST IS 1
COMMJN I COMRGH I AMP, PER
DATA IFIRST I 1 I
IF( ISEr .EQ. 1 ) IFIRST = 1





J.20 JiD~r(/11 GX, 50(lHi) I GX, 21HAMPLITUDE AND PERIOD=,











'I'he F'ortran progrwns of the user can access the computed solutiull
U(X,Y) or UeX,Y,Z) of the POE with the function subprogram given below.
In particular, the progrnm 'lEST discussed in the SEQUENCE segment (see
page 22) can use U to CarTY out some Idnd of "past processing" of the
numerical solution obtained. TIlis function U is automatically available
as part of the ELLPACK system.
FUNCTION U ex. Y. Z)
cc _.
c ***c···c···c
THIS FUNCTION SUPPLIES THE PDE SOLUTION FROM
ELLPACK. NONSTANDARD ARRAY DIMENSIONS ARE USED:
ACTUAL DIMENSIONS MAV BE OBTAINED FROM THE ELLPACK







































COMMON / CDEF2Z / COEFel.!)
COMMON / IDC02Z / IDCOEF(!.!)
COMMON / NDXEZZ / ND~EQ(l)
COMMON / NDXUZZ / NDXUNK(l)
COMMON / INUNZZ / INUNDX(!)
COMMON / UNKNZZ / UNKNWN(!)
COMMON / GRIDXZ / GRIDX(!)
COMMON / GRIDYZ / GRIDYC!)
COMMON / GRIDZZ / GRIDZC!)
COMMON / TABLZZ / TABLEMC!.1.1)
COMMON / IGRIZZ / IGRIDCl)










SEQUENCE. segment (abbrevaition SEQ.).
'l'his se@TIent allows the user to specify the order for executing
DISCRETIZATION J INDEXING, SOillTION and OtJrPUT se~ts in an ELLPACK
run. Either the full or abbreviated nanes of the se@Tents may be used.
Modules of the sarre type are distinguished by adding tags to the ends
of the segpEnt names; the tags are one or two characters in parentheses
at the end of the se~nt name;;s as 1n DIS(I)., DIS(X) .• OUI'Pur(A~)., and
so on; a period must follow the right parenthesis when the se@T'ent 1s
defined, the period 1s optional in the SEQurn-CE segment.
In addition, a simple loop can be created, beginning with LOOP =
I constant. r where rconstant I is a Fortran integer constant, and ending
with the key-word TEST J \.;hich is the last item in the SEQUENCE list.
If 'rEST is not used, it rMy be omitted. The action of the loop 1s as
indicated in the follrn~:
L(X)P = I constant I
100 CONTINUE
execute the ELLPACK segments listed
CALL 'l'Em'(rror)
IOOP -= IDJP - 1
1F( rroP .QT. a ) GO TO 100
Tne key-worUs in the SEQUENCE. segment are:
LOOP IOOP -= 'con3tant 1 creates a simple loop. Only one
loop may appear and it goe~ to the end of the SEQl.JENCE
list.
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'IEsr The optional last staterrent of the SEQUENCE list
specifies a call to the user supplied subroutine
=(LOOP).
S'!OP The execution of the SEQUENCE and the ELLPACK run
are tenninated as by a normal Fortran SIOP s tatenent;
control 1s passed to the next control card. 'lliis is
useful for corrplex applications where one uses output
form one ELLPACK run as input for another EILPACK run
or for additional processing, sav:lng, and so on. It
is also useful for making partial runs while debu.gging
corrplex or time consuming applications.
Sarre examples of the SEQUENCE. segrrent follow.
• llie USUAL SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE. DISCRErIZATION $ INDEXING $ SOLUTION $ OUTPUT
• SEQUENCING THE MJIJULES OF THE LAST EXAMPIE OF SECTION 2. C
SEQUENCE. DIS $ INDEX(l) $ SOLUTION (A) $ OUTPUT
$ SOLUTION (B) $ OUTPUT
$ SOL (el) $ OUTPUT
$ INDEX(2) $ SOL (C2) $ OUTPUT
* A SU<1PLE LOOP
SEQUENCE. DIS $ LOOP,~ $ INDEXING $ SOLUTION $ OUTPUT
• USE OF lliST AS A POSf-PROCESSOR OF THE ELLPACK RJN
SEQ. DIS $ INDEX $ SOL $ OUT $ lliSf
• USE OF = TO TER/oITNATE A LOOP
SEQ. DIS $ INDEX(l) $ SOL(l) $ OUTPUT(A)




2. E. OUTPur AND OnIONS SEDMENTS.
OPTIONS. segment (abbreviation OPr.)
This segnEnt ffi3Y be used to select various features of the EU.,PACK
system. OPI'IONS segments rray be at roost one line long, although they
may be repeated as many tines as desired. In complicated applications
it may be necessary to place same options at the start of the ELLPACK
program, they must always precede the SEQUENCE se@flent.
NO EXEctn'ION Do not run ELLPACK program
SIDP Ternd.nate preprocessor (useful only for debugging it)
lEVEL Set output levels (0--5) in ELLPACK run
IEVEI.;=O Requests no output from rrodules except fatal error
Jressages
LEVEL=1 Requests rrd.n.1Jnal output
IEVEl.F2 Requests reasonable summary of what happened
LEVEL=3,4,5 More and nore intermediate output J primarily useful
for debugging
DEBUG Set output levels (0-5) in the ELLPACK language
preprocessor, ..men DEBUG 1s set to 2 or more the
preprocessor will process multiple ELLPACK programs
without putting any of them into execution.
Gi ve the execution tillES of each module. Some
modules may prcrluce mor-e than one timing--see the
detailed descriptions in Appendix 3.
Give estimates of the memory used in the ELLPACK






Provide an initial value for the lJNKN\',N army (the actual
tmknowns of the linear system generated by th.: discreti-
zation nodule). Useful for iterative rrethods and
nonlinear or tine dependent applications. '!he syntax
is DITTIAL = ,n.anE' where user provides
SUBROlJrINE 'narne' (U,NU)
REAL U(NU)
to initialize the UNKNWN array. mITIAL may be used
for any kind of initializing computation the prograumer
finds useful.
ewu Provide previously computed UNKNWN aITays. Useful for
i terative IJEthods and nonlinear or tiJre dependent appli-
cations. '!he syntax is OLOU = (Integer) where the value
of the (Integer) is the number of previous UI S to
provide.
The values of the current and previous urumOWl1S rray be accessed in a
user I s Fbrtran by including the following staterrents
COMl>lJN / INlEGS / NUMBEQ,NDUMB(16)
COJ>KJN / UNKNZZ / UNKN1~ (1)
COMMON / OLDU1 / UNKN1'11 (1)
COMMON / OLDU2 / UNKNW2(1)
where NUMBEQ is the actual size of the arrays and more OWU's nay have
been specified.
Sane OPI'IONS. example segrrents follow.
BASIC STATISTICS ON PERFDRMANCE
OPI'IONS. TIME $ MEMJRY
INITIALIZE UNKNOWNS AND DEFrnE 2 PREVIOUS ONES
TIME $ MEIDRY $ LEVEL=1








OUI'PlJr. segment (abbreviation OUT.)
This se~nt specifies various ldnds of output from the conputation.
'!he key-words are cOrTq;:lound of the fonn
verb - nOill1
and the list of verbs and nouns is:
Verbs
Print maximum value on the grid
Print maxiJm.un value on the equispaced
grid defined by NX,NY and NZ
Contour plot of a function of two variables or plot
of the darrein with grid lines
Tabulate at grid pomts
Tabulate on the equispaced grid def.1.ned by NX,NY and NZ
Save on disk or other user storage (with Message heading)
the PARAMETERS (of problem and timing) or U (=OOLlJrION)









True solution given by user
Solution Jwt canputed
TRUE - U
COIlputed residual of equation. Self-adjoint case requires
functions CDXU(X, Y) and CDYU(X, Y) giving coefficients of
UX, UY in non-self-adjoint form of equation.
Toe problem doma1n and grid lines
'The key-word attributes of the se!?1'Ents EQ., BOUND.,
GRID. plus other problem defining quantities and the list




The three indexing aITaYs NDXEQ, NDXUNK, mvNDX of the
Control Program (only valid with TABLE).
The UNKNa'JN array (only valide with TABll~) of the linear
OUTPUT.
*
equation problem r;encrated by U!SCllliTIZflTION.
Some OU'I'PlYl' example sem-tents follow:
TES'r I[OW WEU~ A ME'lllOD iXlE..<;




SAVE THE SOWrrONS FOR SOME LATER USE
THE SAVED =_TION IS AS SHCMN IN FIGURE ~-B
SAVE (EXAMPLE--2- PARAMETERS) - PARAMETERS
SAVE-U
3. SECOND ELLPACK EXAMPLE INCLUDING OUTPUT.
'!his example is JTDre canplicated than the first and it shO'lIs how one
can compare two distinct rrethods for solving the sarre problem. ]n this
POE the orginary 5-POrnT STAR finite differences achieves an error of .115
in .16 seconds. 'll1e!'in!te element method P3-Cl COll..QCATION achieves an
accuracy of .0016 in 1.13 seconds. II much finer gid would be required for
5-POrnT STAR to achieve an accuracy of .0016 and the titre required would be
larger than 1.16 second;
The tim:l.ngs can be identified as follows:
1 - OUT(A)
7 - DIS(2)
13 - total tiJre
2 - DIS
8 - INDEX
3 - INDEX ~ & 5 - SOL 6 - OUTPUT(B)
9 & 10-80L(2) 11 - OUTPUT(B) 12 - Ollr(C)
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++++++++ ELLPACK PROGRAM ++++++++
++++++++ ++++++++
++++"'++-4- ++++++++
VERSION OF SEPTEMBER. 1978 UPDATE OF MARCH 31. 1980
II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• • •
II Ii EXAMPLE PROBLEM TWO Ii
• • •
Ii Ii DATE - JUNE 11. 19BO •
" . "
.. .. REMARKS ..
.. .. THIS PROBLEM HAS MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. ..
.. .. THE PROGRAM COMPARES TWO DISTINCT METHODS FOR ..
.. .. SOLUING THE SAME PROBLEM AND DEMONSTRATES THE ..
.. .. USE OF THE SAUE UERB. ..
" " .
.. . .
OUTCA) $ DIS $ INDEX $ SOL $ DUTCH)





X ~ 1.0. MIXED ~ (-1.0) U + ( 1.0) UX ~ 0.0
Y ~ 0.0. U ~ TRUE(X.Y)
X ~ 0.0. MIXED = ( 1.0) U + ( 1.0) UX = 2.0*EXP(Y)
























0::Z:l=l0 ....l0 .... %:0:: ....l









































UXX$ ... (1.0+Y**2) UVV$ - UX$ - (1.0+V**2) UV$ ~
ALOG(1.0+V**2) * (2.0 + X*(-14.0 + X*(18.0 - 4.0*X))





































Figure 3. The second FlJ...PACK example program. '!his is one of the standard
test problems for the ELLPACK system.
5 TAR
DISCRETIZATION MODULE








B.C.S ON PIECES 1.2.3.4
OUTPUT LEUEL
NUMBER Or EQUATIONS
MAX NO. OF UNKNO~NS PER EQ.
EXECUTION SUCCESSFUL
INDEXING MODULE




















++++++++++1 I 111 1I 1111+++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ +




---------------0 3.333333E-01 6. 666667E-01 1.000000E+00
V = 1.000000E+00
----------------2.718282E+00 3.827897E+00 5.328720E+00 7. 389056E+00
V = 7.500000E-Ol
----------------2.111197E+00 2. 979275E+00 4. 168309E+00 5.868840E+00
V = 5.000000E-01
----------------1.629445E+00 2.311663E+00 3.246320E+00 4.574407E+00
'"0>
V = 2.500000E-01
----------------1.2S8418E+00 1.791584E+00 2.517991E+00 3.548735E+00
V = 0




NUMBER OF LOWER CO-DIAGDNALS
NUMBER OF UPPER CO-DIAGONALS
LINPACK BAND GlUES 2 TIMINGS
SETUP TIME AND SOLUTION TIME
EXECutION SUCCESSFUL

















































--------------0 3.333333E-01 6. 666667E-0 1 1. OOOOOOE+OO
Y = 1.000000E+00
----------------2.718820E+00 3.828423E+00 S.329281E+00 7.389676E+00
Y = 7.500000E-01




----------------1.649120E+00 2.312280E+00 3.222544E+00 4.481942E+00
Y = 2.500000E-01
----------------1.284217E+00 1.795139E+00 2.504063E+00 3.490463E+00
Y , 0
----------------1.000000E+00 1.395646E+00 1.947778E+00 2.718282E+00
SPARSE G E - P I V 0 TIN G
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 80
ESTIMATED MAX NUM8ER OF NON-ZERO
ELEMENTS IN UPPER TRI. FACTOR 800
SIZE OF \.lORKING STORAGE 3363
SP. GE-PIU. GlUES 2 TIMINGS
_ SETUP TIME AND SOLUTION TIME.
NUMBER OF NON-ZERO MATRIX ELEMENTS 551
NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ENTRIES IN













+ EXECUTION TIMES +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++
























































































DIM2,POISON.LAPLAC.CONSTC.SELFAD.CROSST. HOMOEQ '" T F F
AX,BX.AV.BV.AZ.BZ '" 0 1.000000 0 1.000000
DIRICH.NEUMAN,MIXED.HOMOBC.'" T F T F BCTVPE '" 3 1 3 1
UNIFRM '" T NGRIDX.V,Z '" 4 S 1 HX.HV.HZ = .3333333
TABLE OF SEGMENT TIMES
1 .270 2 .083 3 .028 4 .035 5 .015 6
8 .028 9 .087 10 .813 11 .374 12 0




































...400 - - ---~Ir-~ ---",--
-.400 -.200 .000 I
.200
~T------'I--------,-----,--------T
.400 .600 .800 1.000 I .~'I"X-AX1S
Figure 4-c. Tne groaphical output from PIm-rxJI'o1A.IN.






































'"m ~ 0=:: >
":
m 0 0 (Q)0m
Figure ~-D. '!he graphical output from OlJr(C) Which includes PLOI'-ERROR.













CONMON / UNKNZZ / UNKNWNCI)
COMMON / INTEGS / NUMEQ,NDUMBClS)





DIFF(J) = UNKNWN(J) - UNKNWleJ)
DIFNAX = ANAXl(DIFMAX,ABSCDIFFeJ»)
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(S.1020) DIFMAX. (J. DIFFeJ). J=l.NUI1EQ)
WRITE(6.1030)
RETURN
1010 FORMAT(/ tHO. 5X. 20CIH*', 2X. 9HITERATION. 14. 2X. lO(2H"»
1020 FORMAT(lHO. 5X. 25HMAX CHANGE IN SOLUTION = • E12.5. 3X.




cC..... INITIALIZE SOLUTION AND INDEXING VECTORS
C





DO 10 1=10 N
FI '" 1*0.001
UCI) = 1.0 + FI

























Figure 5 - Continued
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The arrays NDUMB(7) ~ RDUMB(6) and NDUMB(15) are dUl1TllYs to make the lenp;ths
of the CQMlDN blocks right. Clearly. writing an ELLPACK program like this
requires considerable understanding of how the EILPACK system and Control
Program work.
A complicated problem involving rrodifying the domain 1s described in
reference [2] belCM.
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APPENDIX ONE - ORGANIZATION OF THE ELLPACK SYSTEM
The ELLPACK system processes a POE problem in the following steps:
1. Read and interpret the ELLPACK program. This is done by a preprocessor
which is a Fortran program. That is, the F.LLPACK program is data read
into this preprocessor. The output from the preprocessor is a Fortran
program--thc ELLPACK Control Program. Appendix two contains an example
of the output.
2. The EI.LPI\CK Control Program is compiled.
3. The compiled ELLPACK Control Program is loaded along all required modules.
The modules are in a library and already compiled.
4. Execution of the ELLPACK run. The ELLPACK Control Program plus the
modules apply the numerical methods to the PDE problem and produce the
requested output.
The schematic chart of the processing of an ELLPACK run is given
in Figure AI.
Al-2
USER'S ELLPACK ELLPACK PREPROCESSOR
PRINTED VERSION












ELlI'ACK LIBRARY or EXEClITION OF
COMPILED MODULES ELLPACK RUN
ELLPACK
OIlTPtn'
FigLlr~. Schem,ltic ,1ja~r:J.m of the processing of an ELLrACK run.
This rl'port descrihes the user's input language for
EI.LPACK 77.
Al-3
An example of the output of the ELLPACK preprocessor is given in
Appendix 2.
Another view of the structure of an ELLPACK 77 computation is















Equation I Equation I
Indexing 1-1-01 Solution I-"';'."j0utput














Figure A2. Basic organization of an ELLPACK 77 computation. The user
specifies the modules to be used and more than one combination
may be used on a single ELLPACK run.
The user defines the PDE problem to be solved and the rectangular grid to
be used. He then specifies the combination of modules to be used in the
solution. Note that some modules actually sp~n more than one pair of
interfaces. For example, FFT9 starts at Interface 1 and stops at
Interface 4.
A2-1





e ++++++++++ FILE HEADER FOR ELLPACK 77 ++++++++++
e ++++++++++ ++++++++++
e
1. OOOOOOB PROGRAM ELL77 (INPUT,DUTPUT.PLOT.5AUE.5CRTCH,TAPE4=SAUE.
A TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=QUTPUT.TAPEB=SCRTCH)
e
2. 005145B DIMENSION IROnS)
3. 005145B REAL AX. BX. AV. >V. AZ.
A BZ. HX. HV. HZ. cu>:>:.
B CUXY, CUV'!'. CUX. CUY. cu.
e CUX2. CUYZ. CUZZ. CUZ. EPSGRD.
D GRIDX, GRIDV. GRIDZ. AMATRX. BUECTR.
E UNKNI-lN. COEF, TABLEM. BPARAH. XBOUND.
F YBOUND
4. 005145B INTEGER IROT. HORZ. VERT, BOTH. INTER.
A STAR. ONE. MINUS. XXX. E1<TER.
B PERIOD. CORNER. BLANK. JUMP
5. 0051455 LOGICAL DIH2. DIM3. POISON. LAPLAC. CONsiC.
A sELFAD. CROssi. DIRICH. NEUMAN. MIXED.
B UNIFRM. DEBUG, TINER. HOMOEQ. HOMOBC,
e sYNMET. FATAL, CLOCKW. RECTAN. ARC
e
B. 0051458 COMMON WORKsP
7. 005145B COMMON / PROBL / DIM2. DIM3. POISON. LAPLAC. CONsTC,
A sELFAD. HOMOEQ. CROSsi. HONOBC. DIRICH,
B NEUMAN. MIXED. UNIFRM
B. 0051458 COMMON / PRoeR / AX. BX. AV. >V. AZ.
A HZ. HX. HV. HZ
9. 005145B COMMON / PROBI / NGRIDX. NGRIDY. NGRIDZ
10. 005145B CONMON / CPDE / CUXX. CUXY. CUYV. CUX. CUY.
A CU. CUXZ. CUYZ. CUZZ. euz
11. 0051458 COMMON / CONTRL / DEBUG. TIMER, sYMNET. FATAL. RECTAN
12. 005145B COMMON / INTEGs / NUMBEQ. NUMcaE. NROW. NCOL. NBAND.
A IROT. LEUEL. INITL. INDIS. INSOL.
B MINPUT. MOUTPT. MEMORY. ININD. NGRDXZ.
e NGRDYZ. NGRDZZ. MXNEQZ. NXNCOZ. NROWDZ.
0 NCOLDZ
13. 005145B COMMON / REALs / ERRMAX. SOLMAX. TRUMAX. REsMAX. TIMES
14. 005145B COMMON / BNORY / IPIECE. NBOUND. NBNDPT. CLOCKW
15. 00514SB COMMON / sYMCON / HORZ. UERT. BOTH. INTER. STAR.
A ONE. BLANK. MINUS, XXX. EXTER.
B PERIOD. CORNER
lB. 005145B COMMON / NUMCON / EPsGRD
17. 0051458 COHMON / BNDRYI / N1BND. NlBDPT. ARC
lB. 005145B COHMON / SYM2 / JUMP
19. 005145B COMMON / COEFZZ / COEF
20. 005145B COMMON / IDCOZZ / IDCOEF
21- 0051<158 COHMON / NDXEZZ / NDXED
22. 0051458 COMMON / NDXUZZ / NOXUNK
23. 0051458 COMNON / INUNZZ / INUNDX
24. 005145B COMMON / AMATZZ / AMATRX
25. 005145B COMMON / BUECZZ / BUECTR
20. 0051458 COMMON / UNKNZZ / UNKNWN
27. 0051458 COMMON / GRIDXZ / GRIDX
2B. 0051458 COMMON / GRIDYZ / GRIDY
29. 0051458 COMMON / GRIDZZ / GRIDZ
30. 005145B COMMON / TABLZZ / iABLEM
31- 005145B COMMON / IGRIZZ / IGRID
32. 0051458 COMMON / BRANZZ / BRANGE
33. 005145B COMMON / BCWZZ / BCTYPE
34. 0051458 COMMON / GTYPZZ / GTYPE
35. 0051458 COMMON / XBOUZZ / XBOUND
3B. 0051458 COMMON / YBOUZZ / YBOUND
37. 0051458 COMMON / PIECZZ / PIECE
3B. 005145B COMMON / BPTYZZ / BPTVPE
39. 0051458 COMMON / BNEIZZ / BNEIGH
40. 0051458 COMNON / BPARZZ / BPARAN
41- 005145B COMMON / BGRIZZ / BGRIO
42. 0051458 DIMENSION GRIDXCS )
43. 005145B DIMENSION GRIDYCS )
44. 005145B DIMENSION GRIDZCl )
45. 0051458 DIMENSION HOOSQ(12)
4B. 0051458 DIMENSION WORKSP( 400<1)
47. 0051458 DIMENSION COEF( IS.10)






















EXTERNAL SOLUT. ERROR. RESIn.
INTEGER GTYPE( 1. 1)
REAL BRANGE(2. 1)
DIMENSION XEOUNO( I),YBOUNDe
INTEGER PIECE ( l),BPTYPE(
INTEGER BGRID ( 1)
DIMENSION TABLEMC 6, S.
REAL UNKNWlC
COMMON / OLDUI/ UNKNl-ll
INTEGER NAMES(4,2)



























































NAMES( 1.1). NAMESCl. 2) .NAHES(2, 1). NAMES(2. 2). NAMES(3.1).
NAMES(3.2).NAMES(4.1),NAME5(4.2)






















































































































Another view of the structure of an ELLPACK 77 computation is
illustrated in Figure A2.
Figure A2. Basic organization of an ELLPACK 77 computation. 1he user
specifies the modules to be used and more than one combination
may be used on a single ELLPACK run.
The user defines the PDE problem to be sol ved and the rectangular grid to
be used. He then specifies the combination of modules to be used in the
solution. Note t11at some modules actually span more than one pair of














































































































































































































IR = 1 + IROTel)
BCTYPEUR) = 1
IR = 2 + IROT(2)
BCTYPEUR) = 1
IR = 3 + IROT(3)
BCTVPEUR) = 1




HX = eBX-AX)/ 5.
DO 11 J = I, 5
11 GRIDxeJ) = AX + FLOAT(J-l)*HX
GRIDXe 6) = BX
NGRIDY = 6
NGRDYD = S
HY = (BY-AV)/ 5.
DO 12 J = 1. 5
12 GRIDyeJ) = AV + FLOAT(J-l)*HY

















cC ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++1 I I I I I I I I II I I II 1++++++++++++
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C ++++++++++ ++++++++++










A MXNCOE. MXNEQ. IDCOEF. IGRID. BCTYPE. METHOD. ETA.
B 15ET, 151.51, n. 152, 52. F2, 153. S3. F3)
IF (THIER) CALL SAUETl CINDI5. INAME5. KTIMES, TIMES. TFIRSn
GO TO 600
501 CONTINUE




IF (TIMER) CALL SRUETI (ININD+lS. INAMES. KTIMES. TIMES. TFIRST)
GO TO 600
502 CONTINUE
IF( TIMER ) CALL SECOND(TFIRSTl
INSOL = IS
DO 402 J = I.MXNEO




MODSQ( 1) '" 1
MODSQ( 2) '" 2
MODSQ( 3) 3
MODSQ( 4) '" 4
MODSQ( S) '" 5
MODSQ( 6) '" 7
MODSQ( 7) '" 1
MODSQ( 8) '" 2
MaD5Q( 9) '" 3
MaDSQ(10) '" 5
MaDSOUl l '" 6



















































































































598 INLOOP = 5
599 INLOOP = INLOOP - 1
IFC INLOOP .LT. 0 ) GO TO 650
600 IFC FATAL) GO TO 690
KSEG " KSEG + 1





IF( TIMER ) CALL SECONDCTFIRST)
KSEG = 6
CALL TESTCINLOOPl
IFC .NOT. TIMER) GO TO 599
IF (TINER) CALL SAUETI C45. INAMES. KTIMES. TIMES. TFIRST)
GO TO 599
650 CONTINUECALL SAUETI (46. INAMES. KTIHES. TINES, TSTART)
CALL TA8LTI CMOUTPT, KTIHES. INANES. TIMES)









































A NCOlD. UNKNl-lN. NDXEe. NDXUNK)
IF' (TIMER) CALL SAUETI (41. INAMES, KTIMES. TIMES, TFIRST)
CALL LPKSBD(AMATRX,NROl-lD,NCOLD,UNKNWN.MXNEQ)
IF' (TIMER) CALL SAUETI (INSOL+21. INAMES. KTIMES. TIMES. TF'IRST)
GO TO 600
503 CONTINUE




A NGRDXD. NGRDYD. NGRDZD. GRIDX, GRIDY.GRIDZ,
B UNKNl-lN.MXNEO. NDXUNK. TABLEM.COEF'. IDCOEF.
C MXNCOE. BCT'l'PE. INUNDX.NDXEQ, IGRIDl
CALL TA8LUN (NOUTPT, NUMBED, UNKNWN)
CALL TABLIN (MOUTPT, NUMBEa. NDXEQ. NDXUNK, INUNDX)














IF( lIMER ) CALL SECOND(lFIRST)
INITL = 1
ERRMAX = FNCMAXCERROR .NAMESC4.1),NAMESC4,2).
$ NGRIDX,NGRIDY.NGRIDZ.GRIDX.GRIDY.GRIDZ.
A NGRDXD.NGRDYD,NGRDZD.GRIDX.GRIDY.GRIDZ,
B UNKNI-l"N. NXNEa. NDXUNK. lABLEM. COEF. IDCOEF.
C NXNCOE. 8CTYPE. INUNDX. NDXEQ. IGRID>
244. 006006B l-lRIlE(4.903l
245. 0060128 903 FDRMAT(20H--TEST-OF-12/19/77--
.)
246. 0060128 RDATE = DAlE(O)
247. 00S0148 WRITE(4.902) RDATE.DIM2.POISON.lAPLAC.CONSTC.SELFAD.




248. 00S06SB l-lRITE(4.911) MEMORY.ERRMAX.RESMAX
249. 006075B 902 FORMAT(20X. 7HDATE = , A8
A/2X. 40HDIM2.POISON.lAPLAC.CONSTC,SELFAD.CROSST••
B 8HHOMOEQ =. 7L3
C/2X. 20HAX,8X.AY.BV.AZ.BZ = • 6F12.6
D/2X. 28HDIRICH,NEUMAN.MIXED.HOMOBC =. 4L3.
E IIH 8ClYPE =. 612
F/2X. 8HUNIFRN =. L3.
G 15H NGRIDX.Y.Z =. 313.
H 13H HX.HY.HZ =. 3FI0.7.
I/2X, 22HTABLE OF SEGNENT TINES
J/ C6X. 7(13. FlO.3)))
911 FORNAT(llH NEMORY =.II0.5X.20HMAX ERROR. RESIDUAL =.2EI4.4)





























































REAL FUNCTION BCONDCI, X. Y. aUAlUS)
REAL BUALUS(4)
COMMON / INTEGS / NUHBEQJNUMCOE.NRO~.NCOL,NBAND.IROT(6).
A lEUEL.INITl.INDIS.INSOl.MINPUT.MOUTPT,MEMORV.ININD.
B NGRDXD.NGRDVD,NGRD2D,MXNEQ,MXNCOE.NROWD,NCOlD
IP = I + IROT(I)



















cC..... RIGHT SIDE OF THE PDE (DEPENDS ON U)
C
COMMON / PROBI / NGRIDX. NGRIDV, NGRIDZ
COMMON / PROBR / RDUMB(S). HX, HV, HZ
COI'IMON / UNKNZZ / UNKNWN (1 )
IX = X/HX + 0.001
IV = V/HV + 0.001
I = IX + (NGRIDX-2).(IV-1)
IF «(IX .Ea. 0) .OR. (IX .Ea. (NGRIDX-I)) .OR.
A (IV .Ea. 0) .OR. (IV .Ea. (NGRIDV-I))) GO TO 50



















































































































































C ***.* MONITOR CHANGE IN SOLUTION AT END OF EACH ITERATION
C
RETURN
1010 FORMAT(/ IHO. 5X. 20(lH*). 2X. 9HITERATION. 14. 2X. 10(2H**»
1020 FORMAT(lHO. 5X. 25HMAX CHANGE IN SOLUTION = • E12.5; 3X.








DIFF(J) = UNKNWNCJ) - UNKNW!(J)
DIFMAX = AMAX1(DIrMAX.ABS(DIFF(J»)
10 CONTINUE


































COMMON / NDXU22 / NDXUNK(I)
REAL U(N)
c


















UCI) = 1.0 + FI







+ TABLE OF THE UNKNOWN ARRAY +
• +
+ IN INTERNAL ORDER +
+ •
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
1 UNKNOJ.INCI ) 1 UNKNOWNCI) I UNKNO\.lN(I)
----------------- -----------------
-----------------
1 1.045124E+00 7 1•293856E+00 12 1.645454E+00
2 1.091728E+00 B 1.397145E+00 13 1. 183058E+00
3 1. 138725E+00 9 1. 138614E+00 14 1.397005E+00
4 1. 183208E+00 10 1.293767E+00 15 1.645387E+00






+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++11 I 1 I 1 I 11++
+ +


































INDEX NDXEQ NDXUNK INUNDX
-----------------------------
S S S S
10 10 10 10
11 11 11 11
12 12 12 12




15 15 15 15












+ MAX( ABS(ERROR » ON 6 X 6 GRID = 2.1866273E-03 +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
MAX CHANGE IN SOLUTION = 3.38358E-02 DIFFERENCES ARE
1 -4.65E-03 2 -9.09E-03 3 -1.21E-02 • -1.04E-02
5 -9.05E-03 6 -1.79E-02 7 -2.43E-02 8
-2. 13E-02
S -1.19E-02 10 -2.42E-02 11 -3.38E-02 12 -3. 12E-02





: MAXC ABS(ERROR ») ON 6 X 6 GRID = 1.5481480E-04 :
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
•••••••••••••••••••• ITERATION 2 ••••••••••••••••••••




























+ MAXC ABSCERROR )) ON 6 X 6 GRID = 4.3465084E-06 +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
.................... ITERATION 3 ••••••• ~ .




















+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++1 II I 1 II I 1 I 1++++++++
+ +
+ MAX( ABS(ERROR )) ON 6 X 6 GRID = 1.1451043E-05 +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
•••••••••••••••••••• ITERATION 4 •••** .
MAX CHANGE IN SOLUTION = 9.92862E-06 DIFFERENCES ARE
1 1.64E-06 2























+ MAX( ABSCERROR )) ON 6 X 6 GRID = 1.0610114E-05 +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
•••••••••••••••••••• ITERATION 5 .






























+ EXECUTION TIMES +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++




3 INTERFACE SETUP .017












15 INTERF'ACE SETUP .017






21 INTERFACE SETUP .016





27 INTERF'ACE SETUP .016





33 INTERF'ACE SETUP .017
34 LINPACK SPD BAND .029
35 OUTPUT .13S
36 TEST .019
37 TOTAL EXECUTION 4.428
A3-1
APPENDIX THREE - EILPACK 77 I'l:)D!JLFS
Allor the modules currently available in ELLPACK 77 are descI~bed
briefly in this appendix. The 31 modules are listed below; the numbers




1. 5-PCINT STAR 1". NATURAL 20. LJNPACK BAND
2. 7-PCINT 3D 15. RED-BLACK 2l. LINPACK SPD BliND3. PC-Cl COLIDCATION 16. YALE MJ}J Dill :!2. SPARS]!: GI~-PTVarING
". P3-Cl GALERKIN 17. YAlE RCM 33. SOH5. HODIB-HElMHOLTZ 32. Nl';STED 3". JACOBI oSl6. HODIB-ACF DISSECTION 35. JACOBI OJB. HODIE 27-POINT 3D 36. SYMME'I'RlC SOR 31
9. FFT 9-PCDlT 37. SYMMETRIC SOR CG
10. 2 DEFEP 3B. REDUCFD SYS'IHlJ ~_:I
11. MARCHJNG ALGORIlliM 39. REDUCED SYS'l'E1V1 CO




flbdules 18, 19 and 23-24 have been retired, 7 is reserved for HOOlE-flCDE]".
Figure AlJ illustrates a set of module sequences whlch are legal in
ELLPACK 77. Some paths have been left out of this table) however. For
example, the sequence 3-16-22 will work, but the sequence 3-16-30 \Olill not
(since YALE SPARSE does not do partial pivoting). Thus the table indicates
that module 16 cannot in general follow module 3. The user should consult
the following module descriptions for rrore details about compatibllity .
I'l:)DULE rlJAY BE FDLID;IED BY
1 1", 15, 16, 17
2 llJ, 15, 16, 17
3 1"
" 1"5 llJ, 16, 17
6 1", 16, 17
7 1", 16, 17
8-13 None
14 20,21,22,30,31,33, }II, 35.16,37
15 30, 31, 38, 39
16 22, 30, 31
17 22, 30. 31
32 22, 30, 31







INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION FORMATION - EQUATION INDEXING
MODULE FUNCTION: Discretizes a General Operator with Dirichlet.




Uniform grid of size at least 3x3
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Usual S-point star discretization, derivative boundary
conditions approximated by one-sided OCh 2) differences, or. for
self-adjoint operators, by a special symmetric formula for normal
derivatives.
PARAMETERS: None
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: Constant Coefficients, Self-adjoint
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES: Approximately NGRIDX * NGRIDY equations are
generated with 6 coefficients per equation. A workspace of
42 + NGRIDX*NGRIDY single precision words is used.
A3-3
MODULE NAME: P3-C 1 GALERKIN
AUTHOR/DATE: E.N. Houstis 1/20/78
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACE: EQUATION FORMATION - EQUATION INDEXING
MODULE: Discretizes a self-adjoint elliptic operator with homogeneous
Dirichlet or Neumann Conditions
RESTRICTION ON USE: Two dimensions
Homogeneous boundary conditions
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Galerkin based on bicubic Hermite elements
Elements satisfy exactly
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions
PARAMETERS: None
KEYWURDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: DIRICHLET, NEUMANN
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES:
4 + (NGRIDX-l) + (NGRIDY-l) equations are generated with at most 36
nonzero coefficients per equation
Since the system of equations is symmetric only the upper triangular
half is stored. A workspace of size
720+ (NGRIDX-l)* (NGRIDY-l) * (4*NGRIDY+4)
is required.
NOIE: '!he April, 1980 version has the following RESTRICTION on the grid






MODULE NAME: P3-Cl COLLOCATION
AUTHOR/DATE: Elias Houstis, 5/20/77
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACE: EQUATION FO~~TION-EQUATION INDEXING
MODULe FUNCTION; Discretizes a General Operator with Dirichlet,
Neumann or Mixed Boundary Conditions.
RESTRICTIONS ON USE:
Two dimensions
Grid of size at least 3x3
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Collocation based on bicubic Hermite elements.
Interpolates the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
Elements satisfy exactly Dirichlet or Neumann
homogeneous boundary conditions.
PARAMETERS: None
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: homogeneous (Boundary Conditions)
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES:
Nonhomogeneous boundary conditions: 4*NGRIDX*NGRIDY
equations are generated with 16 coefficients per equation
Homogeneous boundary conditions: 4*(NGRIDX-1)*(NGRIDY-1)
equations are generated with 16 coefficients per equation





I\~; dlsl.rlbuted l!y it-'BL ,
As run on T-'w'due ClX:6500,
As run on Purdue Vax
lLlJ'/';c,;l. gl'id is l/j x [II
largest grid is 10 x 10
largest grid is 23 x 23
A3-5
MJIJULE NAME' HODJE-HElMHOLTZ
AUTHOR/DATE: Ron Eoisvert, September 7, 1978
INITIALIFINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION FDRMATION-EQUATION :INDEXING
MODULE FUNcrION; Discretizes the Dirichlet problem for an operator of the
form llXX + uyy + f(x,y)u = g(x,y). \oJhen applicable. this module should
be used instead of HODIE-ACF.
RES'IRICTIONS ON USE: Two dimensions, uniform grid of size 3 x 3, hx=hy '
METHOD must be ~l or ~2 if f(x,y) is not a constant (see PARAMETERS)
r1E!'HOD DESCRIPI'ION: A 4th or 6th order 9-point finite difference approxi-
mation (HODIE) of the form
8 2
L "iU(xi,Yi) = h L Sjg(xj'Yj)
i=O J
where the points (xi' Y1) are the usual 9-point star points and the
points (xj ,Yj) are used to get high order. Sixth order methods are
attained using superpositions of 4th order methods. See Eoisvert,
R. F., The effect of accuracy of the placerrent of auxiliary points in
the HODm method for the Helmholtz problem, Purdue University J
C.S. Department, CSD-TR 266, June 1978.
PARAME.'I'ERS: MErHOD deternrlnes choice of auxiliary points.
MlilllOD ORDER NUMBER AND LOCATION OF AUXILIJIRY FDINTS
~O ~th ~ at midpoints of subrectangles
~1 ltth ~ at side grid points
~2 ~th ~ at corner grid points
~3 ~th ~ at optiJra1 points (see reference)
60 6th 12, superposition of ~O J ~l, ~2 above
61 6th 8, SaIIE as 62 with n=5/27
62 6th 8, choose fran a one-parameter family by
specifying ETA=n, where nE[O,l].
KEY-WORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS




AUTHOR/DATE: Ron Boisvert, 3/27/78
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION FORMATION-EQUATION INDEXING
MODULE FUNCTION: Discretizes the Dirichlet problem for an operator of
the fonn a(xJy)u + c(x,y) uyy + f(x,Y)u = g(x.y)xx
RESTRICTIONS ON USE: Two dimensions. uniform grid of size at least 3x3,
no u ,u or u terms. ~fust have aex,y) = c(x,y) for 6th order.
xy x y
~W.THOD DESCRIPTION: A 4th or 6th order 9-point difference approximation
(HOOlE) of the formvia identity expansion
8L ".u(x.,y.) •
i=O]. ].].
where the points ex. ,y _) are on a grid of the fonn EE and the auxiliary
1 1
points (x.,y.) lie in the same region. The number of auxiliary points
J J
depends upon the operator and the order of the method; it may vary f~om
5 to 28. See Lynch, R.E. and Rice, J .R., "High Accuracy Approximation
to Solutions of Elliptic Partial Differential Equations", Purdue Univ.,
C.S. Dept. Report CSD-TR 223, Feb. 21, 1977.
PARAMETERS: METHOD = n, where n is the order of the method; n may be 4 or 6.
In the case of 4th order methods for constant coefficient operators IORDER=41
or 42 may be specified to yield slightly different auxiliary points. (Defaults tr "
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT />[JOULE: CONSTANT COErFICIENTS; setting LEVEL=3 yields a
listing of auxiliary points and a and B coefficients.
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTUtATES: A workspace of size 402$+NGRJDX*NGRIDY is required
A3-7
MODULE NAME: HOOIE-ACOEF
AUTHOR/DATE: Robert E. lynch. **** (Nor 'fEr AVAlli\BLE)
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION FORMATION-EQUATION INDEXING





+ Cu + Duyy x
RESTIRICTIONS ON USE:
+ Fu ~ G. with A.C.D,E,F.G functions of x and y.
dimensions. uniform grid of size at least 3-by-3.
METHOD DESCRIPTION: The discrete equations 1s a HOOlE equation of the fornl
with the coefficients determined so that the approximation is exact on
polynomials of degree at least 5; this gives O(h4) estimation of U l:: e6.
The maximum number, J, of auxiliary point ;s 13. See R.E. Lynch and J.R.
Rice, "High accuracy approximation to solutions of elliptic partial differential
equations", Proc. Nat. Acad. of Sei., ~) June (1978) pp. 2541-254l.j.
PARAMETERS: AA, CC, DO, EE, FF, GG, WARN.
00=1., 00=0., or 00=-1., denotes, respectively, that the coefficient D depends
on x and y, is zero, or is constant~ similarly for AA, CC. EE, FF and GGi AA=O. or
CC=o. results ill a fatal error. The defaul t is 1:. except when the keywords
CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS appear, then the default is ~ for AA,CC,DD.EE,FF and 1.
for GG. WANR=O. WARN=l., or WARN=2., denotes, respectively, that no warning
messages are to be printed, that a message is to be printed if the system of
equations which determines the B's is ill-conditioned (usually means that the
grid-spacing is too larqe), or the messages for 1. and in additions messaqes
if the sign of F is the same as the sign of A.
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT AOOULEo.CONSTANT" COEFFICIENTS.
STORAGE AND TIMlflG ESTH1ATES: A workspace of about 700 + 17*(NGRIDX * flGIUDY) is used.
REMARKS: When NATRUAL ORDER is used with a band-solver, arrange coordinate





R. E. Lynch, 2/15/77
(Modified for ELLPACK use, Ron Boisvert, 6/1/77)
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION FORMATION - OUTPUT
MODULE FUNCTION: Discretizes the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation






Unifonn grid with HX = HY = HZ and at least 3x3x3
METHOD DESCRIPTION: An OCh6) 27-point discretization via local refinements,
tensor product solution (cf: Lynch. R. E.• "O(h6) Accurate Finite
Difference Approximation to Solutions of the Poisson Equation in
Three Variables". Purdue Univ. C.S. Dept. Report CSD-TR 221,
Feb. 15, 1977)
PARAMETERS: None
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT MJDULE: None
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES: A workspace of size 32N + 4N - 2 is required.
Number of unknowns is {N_2)3
A3-9
MODULE NAME: FFT 9 -POINT
AUTHOR/DATE: E.N. Hcustis and T.S. Papatheodorou 10/25/77
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACE: EQUATION FORMATION - EQUATION SOLUTION
MODULE FUNCTION: Uses a 2-nd. 4-th or 6-th order 9-point JiffQrcm::~ formLla
and fast Fourier tranform for the numerical 7o~utlon
of the elliptic equation with constant coefflClents
au + bu + ell = f
U IT . .
on a rectangle subject to Dirichlet boundary condltlons
See E. Hcustis and T. Papatheodorou, Algorithm 543. FFT9; Fast solution of
Helmholtz Type Partial Differential Equations, ACM Trans. Math. Saftl.arc 5 (1979)
pp. 490-493 and E. Hcustis, R. Lynch and T. PapatheodoTou, A Sixth Order Fast
Direct Helmholtz Equation Solver, Math. and Computers in Simulation, to appear.
RESTRICTIONS ON USE: Must have NGRIDX = 2 ** 1+1, NGRIDY = 2 ** J+l \~ith
I. J..:: 3. 6-th order applies only to the prOblem a=b=l
with Hx = Hy.
METHOD DESCRIPTION: The algorithm consists of the following components
(i) Grid: tmiform NGRIDX = 21 + I. NGRIDY = 2J + 1




(a) Fourier Analysis on even lines.
(y) Recursive Cyclic Reduction
(0) Fourier synthesis on the even lines
(E) Solution on the odd lines
PARAMETERS: IORDER = nJ where n is the order of the method (can be 2, 4 or 6)
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: None
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES: Approximate working space
Order = 6
Order = 4
7 + IO*max(NGRIDX.NGRIDY) + 2 * NGRIDX * NGRIDY
7 + lO*max(NGRIDX.NGRIDY) + NGRIDX * NGRIDY
Note: In the April, 1980 version further limitations on the domain are:
L IOlmER 2: Must have IIX = IlY
2. IORDER = 4 and 6: Must have lower left corner of domain = (0,0)
A3-10
j\'DDUl.J~ NAME: 2DEPEP
AUTHOR/DATE, G. Sewell, 9/13/78
INITIAL/FINAL INI'ERFACE, EllUATION ro_TION-OUTPUT
~THICTIONS: 'IWo-dimensions. self-adjoint, uniform e;rid (output at grold
points). Not usable for ELLPACK 77, can usc ELLPACK 78 for rectangular domains.
rljODULE DESCRlPrION: Galerkin t s rrethod with 6-node triangular elements, user--
controlled grading of the triangular lTEsh, and the frontal rrethod
to organize out-of-core storage of the matrix when necessary.
PARAME'illRS: NI'RI "" number of triangles desired
HEM '" ~6*NTRI + NOm where NOJJVl :=: 35*NTRI if external storage used
= 15*NTRI**1.5 otherwise
FORI'RAN: The Fortran Function D3EST(X,Y) must be provided.
Ideally D3EST should be an estimate of max Ia3u I'
i+j=3 aXiayj
In any case, the program grades the triangulation so that it is most
refined where D3EST is largest, and attempts to distribute D3EST.H.**3
J J
uniformly. (Hj=diameter of triangle j).
Tnis module is a small, specialized subset of the program 'IWODEPEP, a
COlTllnel'cial product of IMSL, Inc. For further details see G. Sewell, A finite
c]em:"nt program \1ith automatic user controlled mesh grading, in Advances in
Computer Methoos for Par'tial Differential Equations III, (R. Vislmevetsky,
00), Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, N.J.
A3-11
MJDUIE NAME: MARCHlNG ALGORITHM
AUTHORIDATE: R. E. Bank, August 1978
lliITIAL/FINAL INI'ERF'ACES: EQU/\TION FORMATION/SOLUI'ION
t<DDULE FUNCTION: SolveG separable J .self-adjoint problems wi th gencr,lJ
boundary candit Lons,
RE$'I'RICnONS ON USE: Uniform grid, 2-dimensional, self-adjoint, scpaJ.'abk
NGRillX ~ 3,4 or 5 for 0,1 or 2, respectively, Dirichlet boundary
conditions in x-direction. Similarly for NGRIDY.
METHOD DFSCRIPI'ION: A symnetric 5-point finite difference discretization
1s used. 'Ihe linear equations are solved using the generalized
marching algorithm. A least-squares solution is corrputed for singular
but semi-definite problems. For further details see R. Bank, Alfg)rithm
527: A Fortran implementation of the generalized marching a Lgori thm, ACfll
Trans. f1ath. Software, 4, (1978) pp. 165-176.
= 2.
UNIFORM. 2 DIMENSIONS. SELF-ADJOINT, CRJSSTERMS
Operation COlU1t is the order of' NGRIDX*
PARAMIITERS: KGMA: marching parameter, integer, default
KEY-\oK)RIJS THAT AFFECT MJDUIE:




AurHOR/DATE, R. E. Bank, August 1978
INITIALIFINAL lNI'ERFACFS: EQUATION FORMATION/SOwrroN
MJIJULE FUNcrrON: Solves self-adjoint problems ..lith general boundary conditions
RESIRIcrrONS ON USE: Unif'orm gr'id, 2--dimensional, self' adjoint; NGRIDX ~
3, lj or 5 for 0, 1 or 2, respectively, Dirichlet boundary conditions
in the x-direction. Similarly for NGRIDY.
ME'THaD DESCRIPI'ION: A syrrmetric 5-point discretization is used. The
equations are solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient
iteration. A scaled, separable approximation of the nonseparable
matrix is used as the preconditioning matrix. The generalized
marching algorithm is used to solve the separable problems. '!he
initial guess 1s zero. Fbr further details see R. Bank, Algorithm
527: A Fortran implementation of the generalized. marching algorithm, ACM
'l'rans. M9.th. Software, ~, (1978) pp. 165-176.
PARAMF.I'ERS: I'IMAX: integer, maximum number of CG iterations.
DEMAND: Real, accept solution when the estimated error in the linear
equations problem is reduced by lO-DEM/\ND.
KEY worms THAT AFFEcr IIIJIlUIE:
UNIFORM, 'nolO DllIfENSIo."iB, SELF-ADJOINT, CROSS'I'ERM'3
S'lDRfl.GE AND 'ITIITNG ESTH1ATES: Operation count 1s the order of NGRIDX*
NGRIDY*log(NGRIDY)*ITHUM where I'INUJ''1 = number of iterations;
Storage = 7*NGRIDX*NGRIDY + NGRIDY*log2NGRIDY + lo..rer-order terns
A3-13
mDUIE NAME' DYAKANOV-CG"
AurHOIVDNrE, R. E. Bank, Aueust 1978
INITIALIFINAL IN'lERFACES, EQUATION FO_TION!SOwrION
MJDUIE F'UNCTION: Solves self-adjoint problems !,onth general boundary
conditions
RESTRICTIONS ON USE: Uniform grid, 2-dinensional, self-adjoint; NGlllDX
and NGRIDY must odd integers; NGRIDX :: 5) 7 or 9 for 0) 1 or 2,
respectively, Dirichlet boundary conditions in the x-direction.
Similarly for NGRIDY.
ME'lliOD DESCRIPI'ION: A syYlIretric 5-point discretization is used. Fow{;h-
order accuracy 1s achieved by solving the problem on a coarse .r;J'id,
(NGRIDX+l)/2 x (NGRIDY+l)/2, and a fine grid, (NGRIDX) x (NGRIDY),
and using Richardson extrapolation at grid points in the fine mesh.
The equations are solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient
iteration. A. scaled, separable approximation of the nonseparable
matrix 1s used as the preconditioning matrix. The, generall7.ed
marching algorithm is used to solve the separable problems.
For further details see R. Bank. Algorithm 527: A Fortran implementation
of the generalized marching algorithm) ACM Trans. Math. Software. ~. (1978)
pr. 165-176.
PARAMErERS: I'IMJl.X: integer) rraximum nl..ll1lber of CG iterations in each
grid.
DEMAND: Real, accept solution 'When estimated error in the linear
equations problem is reduced by lO-rF~\[).
KEY \lDRDS THAT AFFECT M;)IXJLE: UNIFOR>1) DIN2, SELFAD. CROSST
WRAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES: Operation COlll1t is the order of NGRIDX*
NGRIDY*log(NGRIDY)*rINlIM where I'INUM = number of iterations.
Storage = 8*NGRIDX*NGRIDY + NGRIDY*lo~ (NGRIDY) + lower-order tenns.
A3-14
MJIXI£E NAME' 7-POINT 3D
AUTHOR/DATE: Roger Gri.rres, June 1978
INITIAL/FINAL INI'ERFACES, EQUATION FORMATION-EQUATICN INDEXING
MoOOLE FUNCI'ICN: Discretizes a general self-adjoint elliptic operator
with Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions on a rectangular
box
H1~Sl1UcrIONS (X\J USE: 'Three dimensions, self-adjoint equaUon, rectangular
domain size at least 3 Y.. 3 x 3. no UXY,UXZ, UYZ, ux, UY or UZ terms
MEYrlOD DESCRIPTION: Discretizes the general self-adjoint problem
(au) + (bu) + (ell) + ill = g
xx yy zz
using 7-point symnetric differences on a rectangular mesh. A synrnetric
posit1ve defini te matrix is generated for all boundary conditions.
Non-unifonn meshes are allowed.
PARAf'IETERS: None
KEY-\IORDS THAT AFFEGr MODUIE: SELF-ADJOINT
S'IDRAGE AND TIMING ESI'lMA.'IES: COEF and IOCOEF dimensioned "number of















AU'lliOR/DA'l'E: R. Grimes, June 19'/8
INITIAL/FINAL IN'l'ERFACFB' EQUATION INDEXING-!'l:lUATION SOwrIC1'l
l'IODUlE FUNCl'ION: Indexes equations and unknowns in red-black ordcrlnr;
RES'lRICTIONS ON USE: Matrix obtained from 5-PO:rnT srAR or 7-POINT 3D
discretization
ME'lHOD DESCRIPrION: Using ICCOEF, all points are labeled either red or
black such that red points are adjacent to black points only and
vise-versa. The red-black index array NDXEQ 1s ordered such that
all red points are numbered first followed by all black points.
If a red-black ordering 1s not possible, the module prints an
error message and returns.
PARAMETERS: None
KEY-1,o,DRDS THAT AFFECT MOWLE: None
S1URAGE AND TlMING ESrlMATES,
A3-16
MODULE NAME: NATURAL
AUTHOR/DATE; Ron Boisvert, 6/1/77
INITIAI,/rINi\L INTERFACES; EQUATION INDEXING - EQUATION SOLlJI'ION
MODULE PUNCTION: Indexed equations using the natural ordering
RESTRICTIONS ON USE: None
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Equations are indexed in the order generated in
the discretization moclule.
PARAMETERS: None
KEY\\'ORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: None









MJIJULE NAME' YAlE MIN DEG
AUTHORIDATE: Andrew H. Sherrran, 9/15/78
lNlTIAIlFlNAL lNTERFACES, EQUATION INDEXINGIEQUATION SOwrION
MJOOLE FUNC1'ION: Computes an indexing
RESI'RICTIONS ON USE: None
ME'IHOD DFSCRIPl'ION: Applies m1nimum d~gree algorithm to A+AT
(A 1s the coefficient matrix)
PARAMETERS: NSP", annunt of working storage (see note for YALE SPARSE
JOCjdule)
KEY-\oJORDS THAT AFFECT MODULE: None
STORAGE AND TIMING ESTIMATES: Storage: NSP 1s amOLn1t of working storage
Timing: variable
A3-18
MJdule Name; NESTIill DISSEC'l'ION
Author/D3.te: Andrew H. Sherman, OS/23/79
Initial/F':1Jlal Interfaces: Equation index1ng/equation solution
f'obdule Function: Computes an indexing for gr'id-based equations and unknowns
Restrictions on Use: There must be some association between the equations/
unknowns and grid pcdnts. Region nn.tst be in two dimensions.
Method I:€scription: The region 1s asswned to be embedded in an X,Y grid.
A nested dissection ordering is performed on the smallest square in
which the X,Y groid can be erTtledded, and the actual paints in the
region are numbered in the same relative ordering as :in this nested
dissection ordering. The unknowns of the discretized equations are
then mullbered .in the same relative order as the grold points with which
they are associated, and the equations are given the same order as the
WlknOwnS. If several unknowns are associated with the same grid point.
they are numbered consecutively in increasing order by original W1kn.own
number. For further details see S.C. Eisenstat. M.G. Gursky. M.H. Schultz
and A.H. Shennan, Yale Sparse J'fatrix Package. I: '!he Synmetric Codes.
Report 112. II: 'The Non-synrnetric Codes. Report 11~. Computer Science.
Yale University. 1977
Par311letvrs: NDI'YPE = ~i 1'01"' !"ive-Polnt nested dissection.
ND!'YPE . NE. 5 for Nine-Point nested dissection.
Keywords that affect rrooulc: DDI2 must be true.









flbdule Name: YA.LB RCM
Author/Date: Andrew H. SheIm31l, OS/23/79
Initial/Final Interfaces: Equation .1rldex.1ng!equation solution
M::>dule Function: Computes an indexing for use with envelope or band
solvers.
Restrictions on Use: Matrix must have symnetric structure
Method rescription: Applies reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm to the
coefficient matrix. Fbr further details, see S.C. Eisenstat, M.e.
Gursky, M.H. Schultz and A.H. Sherman, Yale Sparse M::ttrix Package,
r: '!he Syrrmetric codes, Report 112. II: 'Ihe Non-synmetric codes,
Report llQ, Computer Science, Yale University, 1977.
Parameters: None
Keywords that Affect robdule:
Storage and Timing EstiIJates:
None
No workspace storage is requ:1red
A3-20
riDDULE NAME: LDJPACK BAND
AlJTIIOR/DA'IE: Cleve Moler, 3/11/78
INrrIAL/FINAL INTERFACE' EQUATION SOLUTION - Ol1l'Pl1l'
MJDillE FUNCTION: Solves a real band system of linear equations
RES'I'RICTIDNS ON USE: None
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Reformats the linear system into band matrix storage
(diagonals stored in rows) and uses Gauss elimination with partial
pivoting to solve the band system. An LU factorization is used.
The solution phase of' this module 1s a product of the LDlPACK proj ect
supported by the National Science Foundation. See J.J. D:mga.:ITa et aI,
LINPi\CK Users Guide, SIArIJ, Philadelphia, Pa. (1979)
PAr~r.TERS: None
KEY-WORDS 'mAT J\FFECT MJDlllE: None
STORAGE AND TJ:i'I'[lliG ESTIHATES: For a system of N equations with ML
diagonals below the main diagonal and MU diagonals above the main
diagonal, the generated band matrix has size (2*riIL+MUH) x N. In
addition, a workspace of size N is required.
A3-21
MJDUIE NAME: LINPACK SPD BAND
Al.JI'IDRlDA'IE: Cleve Moler ~ 3/11/78
INrrIAL/FINAL IN'IERFACE: EQUATION SOLUTION - OUTPUT
M:JDULE FllNcrION: Solves a real ByTmetric posit!ve definite band system
of linear equations
RESI'RICTIONS ON USE: None
METHOD DESCRIPTION: Reformats the linear system into symnetric band
ma.trix: storage (diagonals stored in rows) and used Cholesky
decomposition to solve the symmetric positive definite band system.
The solution phase of this module is a product of the LINPACK
project supported by the National Science Foundation. See .L,r. L'ollgaI'I'a
et aI, LINPACK User's Guide, SIAM, _Philadelphia, Pa. (1979).
PARAMelERS: None
KEY-WORDS THAT AFFECl' MJDULES: None
STORAGE AND TDvlING ESTIMA'IES: For a system of N equations with M
diagonals above the main diagonal, a band matrix of size (Mtl) x N
is generated. No extra workspace is required.







(Modified for ELLPACK USE, Ron Boisvert, 7/1/78
INITIAL/FINAL INTERFACES: EQUATION SOLUTION - OUTPUT
MODULE FUNCTION: Converts equations to sparse storage mode and
solves them
RESTRICTIONS ON USE: None (See note below)
I'ofETIlOD DESCRIPTION: Sparse Gauss Elimination with column interchanges.
See A.H. Sherman, Algorithm 533: NSPIV. A. Fortran Subroutine for sparse
Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting ACM Trans. Math. Software, i (1978)
pp. 391-398.
~ maximum number of off-diagonal non-zero entries




Sparse Gauss Elimination wi~h column interchanges.
KEYWORDS THAT AFFECT mnULE:
STOR~GE AND TIMING ESTIMATES:
THolE
The matrix is stored in a linear array of
size number of equations * max number of coefficients per equation.
A workspace of size 3*MAXNZ + 6* number of equations + 3 is required.
NOTE: A module interface incompatibility makes this module incompatible
with the indexing module RED-BLACK in the April, 1980 version of
ELLPACK.
A3-23







AUTHOR/DATE: R. Grimes, D. Kincaid, W. MacGregor, D. Young, August 1978.
'lhese rn::>dule:.1 were contributed by the ITPACK project of thl~
Center for Nl.lI'I"erical Analysis at the University of Texas at Austill.
INITIAL/FINAL IN'IERFACFS: EQUATION SCwrION-GUTPUT
MJDULE FUNcrION: 'Ihese ITPACK modules solve a system of s:yrrmetric linear
equations in sparse symnetric storage roode by adaptive iterative algorithms
with automatic pa.ranEter determination and stopping tests.
RES'IRIC1'IONS ON USE: Synmetric positive definite systems of linear equations,
red-black ordering for REDUCED SYS'IEM rrodules.
MEI'HOD DESCRIPI'ION: Adaptive algorithms using conjugate gradient (CG) or
semi-iteration (81) to accelerate basic iterative methods for the solution of
linear systems. (cf: Grimes, R.G., n.R. Kincaid, W.I. MacGregor, and n.M. Young,
"ITPACK Report: Adaptive Iterative Algorithrrs Using Sparse Synmetric Storar;e,"
Center for Nl1ITIerical Analysis, CNA-139, University of Texas, August 1978)
PARAME'IERS: The following optional pararreters allow a certain degree of control
over the iterative algorithrrs.
UMAX ZErA CME SME C»1EGA SPECR BErA IADAPr ICASE
JACOBI CG I I I I
JACOBI SI I I I I I I
SCR I I I I I
gYMMETI'RIC SCR CG I I I I I I I I
~YJ>To1EI'RIC SCR SI I I I I I I I I
=~ SYSTEMCG I I I I




Parameter fuaning or Usage Default ,:~
I'!MAX Maximum number of iterations allowed 100
,
,
ZETA Tolerance level in stoppLTlg test 10-
6 j
CME Initial estimate of largest eigenvalue of 0.0
Jacobi matrix
SI'E Initial estimate of smallest eigenvalue of 0.0 :1
Jacobi matrix 1,
QllEGA Overrelaxation parameter for SOR and SSOR rrethods 0.0
SPECR Initial estimate of spectral radius of SSOR matrix 0.0
BETA Initial estirrate of spectral radius of LU matrix 0.25
in SSOR method J,








fixed values for iteration parameters
C'ME,SME,CMEGA,SPECR,IETA
adaptive procedures used for values of
CME, Sfl1E, 0l\1EGA, SPECR,BEI'A
(SSOR method on1y) fixed values for
CME,OMEGA and adaptive value for SPECR
(SSOR method only) fixed value for mrA
and adaptive values for CME,OMFJA ,SPECR
Switch indicating which case of the adaptive
procedure to use
leASE
1 - Abs(SME) .GE. CME, SME fixed for JSl
2 - Abs(SME) . I.E. CME, 3fJE set to -CME
KEY-lMJH:STHAT AFFEcr rtDDULE: TImEX RED-BLACK for Reduced System CG and SI









Workspace size for N unknowns







For data transformation, AMATRX is required to be "number of equations II
x 10 and BVECI'OR is "number of equations IT for reordered right-hand side.
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MJDULE NAME: YArE SPARSE
AUl'HOR/DATE: Andrew H. Shernan, 9/15/78
INrrIJILIFINAL INTERFACES: mUATION SOLUI'ION/OUTPUT
M:lDUIE FUNCI'ION: Solves Sparse linear systems
RFS'I'RICl'IONS ON USE: None
METHOD IESCEIPl'ION: An III (IDLT) Factorization of the (syrrmetrlc) Sparse
coefficient matrix is computed, and the resulting triangular systems
are solved to obtaJn the solution. Fbr further details see S. C.
Eisenstat, M.e. Gursky, M.H. Schultz and A.H. Sherman, Yale Sparse
Matrix Package. I: '!he Synmetric Codes, Report 112. II: '!he
Non-symmetric Codes, Report llQ, Computer Science, Yale University, 1971.
PARAMEI'ERS: NSp:::: amount of working storage
~ Synmetric C Cexnpressed nons~tricDRV -- N Fast nonsYJ"lIIEtric T Storage conserving nonsyrnrretric
KEY-WORDS THAT AFFEGr IIIJDULE: Sl'MME:r FORCES DRV DEFAULT TO S
•NUT • SYMMEr FORCES DRV DEFAULT TO T
STORAGE AND TIMING ESl'IMA.TES: Storage: NSP 1s amolUlt of workspace
Timing: O(N3/ 2 ) for N x N S-KlINT linear system
CCMPATIBLE wrrn ELLPACK VffiSIONS: Sept. 1978
Nom: NSF 1s computed by default if not specified in this module or YAlE
~ DEG nndule. ('!his lffiY be a huge over estimate for small systems
or too little for large ones in the April. 1980 version of ELLPACK.)




M::ldule Name: YAlE ENVELOPE
Author/Cate: Andrew H. Sherman, OS/23179
Initial/Final Interfaces: Equation Solution/Output
MJdule Function: Solves sparse (envelope) l:lnear systems
Restrictions on Use: Matrix must be factorizable without partial pivoting
Method Description: '!he matrix is converted to envelope form and an ill
(LDL) factorization of the resulting (syrrmetric) matrix is computed.
'!he triangular systems are then solved to obtain the solution. Fbr
further details see S.C. Eisenstat, M.e. Gursky, M.H. Schultz and
A.H. Sherman, Yale Sparse fJlatrix Package, I: '!he symnetric codes,
Report 112. II: '!he Non-symnetric codes, Report llll, Computer Science,
Yale University, 1977.
Parameters: NSF = .Am::>unt of' workspace storage
Key\'1ords that affect rodule: SYMMET forces synmetric factorization.
otherwise the nonsymnetric factorization 1s used.
Storage and TiJning Es timates:
Syrrrnetrlc factorization: Workspace required = NSP = 2N + P
Nonsyrrmetrlc factorization: Workspace required = NSP = 3N + P + Q
Where P = Size of envelope of strict upper triangle
Q = Size of envelope of strict lower triangle
(If MU is the upper half-BandWidth, Then P < N*MU)
(If ML is the Lower half-Bandwidth. '!hen Q < N*ML)
Note: NSP is computed by defaLLlt if not specified in this rnodLLle or. in
Yale Min I:eg or jn Yale sparse. '!his rray be a huge overestirrate for
small systems and too little for large ones in the April }80 version
of ELLPACK. If NSP is specified for more than one of these modules,
the maximum value is used.
~
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